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Abstract The time reversal method has become a standard
technique for the location of seismic sources. It has been
used both for acoustic and elastic numerical modelling and
for 2D and 3D propagation models. Although there are
many studies concerning its application to point sources,
little so far has been done to generalise the time reversal
method to the study of sequences of seismic events. The
need to describe such processes better motivates the anal-
ysis presented in this paper. The synthetic time reversal
imaging experiments presented in this work were con-
ducted for sources with the same origin time as well as for
the sources with a slight delay in origin time. For efficient
visualisation of the seismic wave propagation and inter-
ference, a new coefficient—peak average power ratio—
was introduced. The paper also presents a comparison of
visualisation based on the proposed coefficient against a
commonly used visualisation based on a maximum value.
Keywords Time reversal  Seismic wave modelling 
Source location
Introduction
Measurement of seismic emissions related to natural or
human activity is an important tool in the recognition of
internal structures and the dynamic behaviour of rock mass.
The energy, source location and focal mechanism of such
emissions are analysed. The seismic source determines
how seismic energy radiates through the rock mass,
meaning it has a crucial role in the analysis of kinematic
and dynamic changes in a given area.
One of the key parameters used in an analysis of these
changes is the location of emission sources.
In mining practice, source location is performed sepa-
rately for each event, independently of other recorded
events. Another method is the relative location method, for
which the location of the source is determined relative to
the location of adjacent sources. There are several variants
of this method (see, e.g., Waldhauser and Ellsworth 2000;
Rudzinski and Debski 2012; Douglas 1967). In oint event
location, events are relocated according to the location of
the so-called ‘‘master event’’ (Douglas 1967). Relative
location methods usually improve the accuracy of source
location; however, they are strongly influenced by data
quality, similarly to non-relative methods of location
(Rudzinski and Debski 2011; Debski and Klejment 2016).
The crucial factors are determination errors of the afore-
mentioned parameters, like P or S wave onsets.
The superimposing of two or more events in a seismic
records, together with the signal-to-noise ratio of the data
and the velocity model, are considered as the most
important factors that hamper not only event location, but
also analysis of its source mechanism and energy estima-
tion. The coda component of the first event usually has
larger amplitudes than the P wave of the second wave.
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are needed for location is difficult or even impossible.
Superposition of seismic events can happen for high
energy-induced seismic emissions recorded in underground
mines. Smaller, secondary events are recorded after the
high energy event, and frequently overlap the main
waveform. In such cases, it is only possible to locate the
first event and the total energy of the group of events.
A promising solution in such cases could be utilisation
of the whole waveform recorded by all the sensors (even
for superimposed events) for source location. The time
reversal imaging (TRI) technique utilises the fact that the
wave equation is reversible in time, meaning that it does
not change form when the time direction is reversed, for
example t ? -t. This gives rise to the assumption that the
observed wave propagation is symmetrical in time when
energy dissipation is ignored. Positive orientation of the
time axis allows the observation of the emission of waves
from sources located beneath the surface and propagation
toward sensors located on the surface. For negative time
direction, the time-reversed recorded signals are the sour-
ces of energy in sensors’ positions and back propagate
through the rock mass to their sources. The energy is then
focused at the point where the source is located. Similarly,
for superimposed events from a few sources, time-reversed
propagation from sensors focuses at the individual sources.
The quality of the focusing depends largely on the
knowledge of the velocity structure of the geological media
where the wave propagates.
The idea of TRI was proposed in the 1960s by Parvu-
lescu and Clay (1965) for submarine communication.
These ideas were then further expanded by Fink (Fink et al.
1989; Fink 1992, 1997), who made TRI better known. The
development of theoretical aspects of the method and its
application in non-destructive testing were continued by
Anderson et al. (2009a, b) and Saenger et al. (2011). The
TRI technique in seismology has been used in source
location and identification of source mechanisms (Gajew-
ski and Tessmer 2005; Larmat et al. 2006, 2010; Kawa-
katsu and Montagner 2008; Steiner and Saenger 2010;
Artman et al. 2010; Debski 2015). In seismic exploration
the TRI technique has been applied to wave field migration
(Baysal et al. 1983; McMechan 1983; Tarantola 1988;
Fichtner et al. 2006) and structure imaging in complex
geological conditions like salt domes (Willis et al. 2006).
Most of these projects exploited TRI for an assumed single
point source location. TRI methods have also been suc-
cessfully applied to the location of multiple simultaneous
sources (Saenger et al. 2011). However, according to pre-
vious results, exploration of the potential of TRI to detect
the details of finite rupture processes does not provide
encouraging results (Blomgren et al. 2002; Kremers et al.
2011). The main problem is caused by the limits of the
source size that could be reconstructed (Anderson et al.
2011).
In the present paper, we discuss the possibilities of using
TRI in the location of sequences of seismic events using
the new imaging coefficient: peak average power ratio. The
former definition of this parameter is presented in
‘‘Quantitative assessment of focusing for multiple source
point simulations with the same excitation time’’. We use
synthetic seismic data generated in stratified two-dimen-
sional geological media. The modelled sequences consist
of several events with the same origin time and with rel-
atively small delays between them. In this work, a com-
parison between the location of seismic sources and a
visualisation based on the proposed parameter and maxi-
mum absolute value is also presented.
The paper is organised as follows: In the second section,
the methodology used for location of sequences of seismic
events together with a description of the PAPR imaging
parameters is presented. Subsequently, we present syn-
thetic tests of the proposed imaging technique. Numerical
modelling was performed for different source distribution
and different temporal source emission. The first example
simulated random distribution of seismic events. The sec-
ond example simulated a deterministic case: a rupture
process with sources laid out perpendicular to the receiver
array and with a slight time lag between subsequent source
emissions.
Outline of the methodology
For our TRI of the sequence of seismic events, we employ
a finite difference algorithm to model wave propagation in
2D acoustic media. The location of source coordinates was
performed in three steps based on the PARP coefficient
value. In the first step, the synthetic seismograms for the
given geological model and the exact locations of the
source points and receivers were computed. In the second
step of the computational algorithm, the full synthetic
seismograms were reversed in time in order to perform the
role of source functions. These seismograms were used in
the backward propagation of the seismic wave that was the
third stage of the TRI rupture process imaging experiment.
The backward propagation was performed iteratively and
at each time step of the propagation algorithm the value of
the PARP coefficient was updated and stored.
Forward simulation
The goal of the forward simulation in our case was to
create a synthetic dataset for acoustic emissions in the
given geological model. Synthetic seismograms were
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computed for constant density using a two-dimensional














where P(x, z) is the pressure field, f denotes body force,
q = q(x, z) denotes density of the medium and j = j(x,
y) is the bulk modulus.
The acoustic wave field equation was transformed to a
system of first-order hyperbolic linear equations (Virieux
1986).
The equation was solved numerically using a staggered-
grid, finite difference method that is stable for all values of
Poisson’s ratio and characterised by relatively small grid
dispersion and grid anisotropy (Levander 1988). In this
work, second order temporal and fourth order spatial
operators under Cartesian coordinates were used.
For semi-infinite space modelling, free surface boundary
conditions at z = 0 were applied. The other boundaries at
the grid periphery were coded to satisfy the wave absorbing
conditions (Cerjan et al. 1985). The source wavelet in the
forward modelling was estimated with the Ricker wavelet,
the second derivative of a Gaussian. We restricted mod-
elling to non-dissipative media for simplicity.
Source location reverse modelling
The backward propagation of the seismic wave presented
in this work is based on the same acoustic numerical
modelling in two-dimensional space as the forward mod-
elling. In contrast to standard seismic wave modelling,
which uses seismic explosions as the initial boundary
condition, time-reversed recordings are used in the back-
ward propagation as the sources of seismic waves. A
modelling scheme the same as the modelling scheme used
in the first stage of computation is used to propagate the
wave field backward into the assumed model. Assuming
that the receiver configuration is sufficiently dense and
regular, the time-reversed wave field will focus in space
and time in the computational node corresponding to the
coordinates of the source point. The focusing point should
be noticeable as an area of abnormal values by visualisa-
tion of the seismic field obtained during backpropagation
of the inversed seismograms.
The imaging parameters: peak average power ratio
coefficient and the maximum value
The time reversal imaging methods that have so far been
carried out are mostly based on the maximum value of a
given parameter. The following were tested as imaging
parameters: maximum horizontal and vertical displacement
components (Hu and McMechan 1988; Steiner and Saenger
2012; Saenger 2011), maximum particle velocity (Steiner
et al. 2008), strain components (Blomgren et al. 2002),
maximum amplitude of pressure value (Gajewski and
Tessmer 2005), stress components’ energy density (Ga-
jewski and Tessmer 2005; Saenger 2011), maximum P- and
S wave energy density, maximum energy density, and
Fig. 1 Computational model (a), assumed source function (b), and
synthetic seismograms (c). Seismograms (c) were computed as a
result of forward simulation of the seismic signals (b) propagated
from sources (#1–#5) located in the bottom layer of the computational
model (a) to the assumed receivers network (triangles #1–#7) located
in the upper layer
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maximum stress components (Saenger 2011). With regard
to the acoustic wave field modelling, the maximum abso-
lute pressure value (MAPV) applied as an imaging condi-
tion appears to be a good indicator of the point source
location (Eq. 2).
MAPV xð Þ ¼ max
t2T
Pðx; tÞj j: ð2Þ
However, TRI using maximum pressure value can be
problematic in the reconstruction in the seismic events that
are not separated in time or space (Anderson et al. 2011).
The application of the PAPR coefficient is proposed in
this paper to improve the spatial focus focal of seismic
event detection.
The value of the PAPR coefficient can be computed
from Eq. 3:




; P2total xð Þ ¼
XT
t¼1
P2 x; tð Þ; ð3Þ
where Pmax
2 is the maximum energy of the signal recorded
in the given computational node, Ptotal
2 is the total energy in
the given node, P(x,t) is the pressure value in each com-
putational node, t is time index, and T is the number of
computational time steps of the backward propagation of
the seismic wave algorithm.
For both imaging conditions, the enormous values
computed in the given computational node corresponding
to the source point location are maintained during the
whole process of backward wave propagations. Although
both imaging parameters are calculated in much the same
manner, the TRI with PAPR coefficient shows a higher
spatial resolution that can improve the location of seismic
event sequences.
Numerical case study
Synthetic multiple source point simulations
with the same emission time
The results presented in this paper were obtained for an
inhomogeneous, layered model. We assume that the P
wave velocity increases from 3500 m/s in the first layer,
through 4200 m/s in the second, up to 4500 m/s in the third
layer (Fig. 1a). For the numerical tests, the five sources
with coordinates summarised in Table 1 and the same
excitation time t = 0 were used. The location of the
sources is also depicted in Fig. 1a. The Ricker signal was
used as a source function in the forward modelling (see
Fig. 1b). The coordinates of the receivers are summarised
in Table 2.
The receiver network reflects the locations and distances
of surface seismic networks that are typical in Polish
copper mines. Synthetic seismograms from these receivers
computed in the forward simulation stage are presented in
Fig. 1c.
The length of the source function is much shorter than
the thickness of the geological layers in the assumed
medium. As a result, the evaluated seismograms are mainly
composed of isolated Ricker signals and interference
between particular components is usually low (or medium
for seismogram #4). The highest amplitude components are
direct waves and the waves reflected from the surface. The
secondary waves are almost invisible in the seismograms.
Pressure changes and the PAPR ratio were computed for
every node of the computational grid during the second
stage of modelling when the time-reversed seismograms
from Fig. 1c were used as source functions.
Table 1 Coordinates of the
source points assumed in
numerical modelling
No. x (m) z (m) f (Hz)
#1 600 1500 140
#2 900 1530 170
#3 1200 1420 130
#4 1400 1600 143
#5 1800 1500 147
Table 2 Coordinates of recei-
vers used in numerical
simulations








































































































































































































































































































Quantitative assessment of focusing for multiple
source point simulations with the same excitation
time
The analysis presented in the paper was limited to the area
in the vicinity of seismic sources where we expected the
focusing effect of the seismic waves. The location of the
study area superimposed on the entire computational model
is presented in Fig. 2.
The pressure, the PAPR ratio and MAPV changes in
time obtained during backward propagation of the seismic
wave are presented in Fig. 3a–c, respectively. Plots were
prepared for the computational nodes corresponding to the
assumed source point location #1 (left column) and for one
computational node placed in a source free point (plot #6).
The location of the computational nodes used in visuali-
sation is also shown in Fig. 2.
For all types of plots, it is easy to indicate the moment
of concentration of the energy at the source point (plot
#1, left column in Fig. 3). For the seismic signal plotted
for computational node placed outside the source point
there are no such significant change (plot #6, right column
in Fig. 3). However, there are essential differences
between pressure plots and plots of MAPV and PAPR
value as MAPV and values of the PAPR ratio remains
extremely large in the source point, whereas the increased
pressure value fades over time. These relationships
remain true for all the plots prepared for source points
and for the plots prepared for the points that are outside
the source area (Fig. 4).
The main difference between TRI using the PAPR
ratio and TRI using MAPV is spatial resolution. As
shown in Fig. 3b, the values achieved by the PAPR ratio
in the source area are an order of magnitude greater than
the values that it achieves outside this area. Values of
MAPV outside the source area (Fig. 3c) are reduced only
a few times in relation to the values that they take for
the source area. In Fig. 5, the contour plots of the PAPR
parameter values normalised to unity for given time
steps are presented. Due to the transparency of the
results, only values corresponding to 30, 40, …, 90% of
the maximum value of the PAPR parameter are
presented.
In both maps, only sources #2, #3, and #4 are indicated
by the contours corresponding to the 90% of the maxi-
mum value. Both TRI parameters correctly locate all the
sources with the threshold of 80 and 70% of maximum
value. In the normalised PAPR map, a few false locations
appear only for the threshold of 40 and 30% of maximum
value, whereas for this threshold noise hampering can be
observed in the correct location in the normalised MAPV
maps.
Quantitative assessment of focusing for multiple
source point simulations with different excitation
times
The advantage of TRI using the PAPR ratio value in the
detection of coordinates of seismic sources was tested also
for the model with different excitation times of seismic
sources. Figure 6 presents plots for the computational
model with interfering seismic signals. We assume the
same numerical model of subsurface rock structure with
the same P wave velocities as the previous case (Fig. 1a).
The five sources with coordinates presented in Table 3
with different excitation times were used in the numerical
tests. The location of the sources is also depicted in Fig. 6a.
The excitation time of the seismic waves in the particular
point sources were so chosen to imitate the rupture process
(Udias et al. 2014). Synthetic seismograms computed
during the forward simulation are presented in Fig. 6c. The
Ricker signal assumed as a source functions in all five
Fig. 5 The contour plot obtained after the last time step of the
backward propagation stage, with areas of the highest values of PAPR
ratio and MAPV normalised to the maximum values obtained during




computational nodes corresponding to the source points is
presented in Fig. 6b. We assumed the same receiver net-
work with coordinates presented in Table 3.
Results of the visualisation of backward propagation of
seismograms reversed in time with the usage of MAPV and
the PAPR ratio value are presented in Fig. 7. Once again,
significant differences between both types of visualisation
can easily be seen.
In both maps, only sources #3, #4, and #5 are indicated
by the contours corresponding to 90% of the maximum
value. The contour plotted for 80% of maximum values
correctly indicates the location of the additional source
(seismic source #1), whereas the contour plotted for 70% of
the maximum correctly refocused all assumed seismic
sources. The differences appear for the contour of 60% of
maximum value. In the MAPV maps, all five source areas
are merged into one big area, whereas for the PAPR map
such a low resolution is obtained only for the threshold of
30% of maximum value.
Discussion and conclusions
This paper introduces a new imaging condition that
improved spatial resolution in the problem of seismic
sources location. The application of PAPR ratio as an
imaging condition improved the refocus for multiple
sources with both the same excitation time and with a
slight time lag between subsequent source emissions that
simulate the rupture process. The results presented in this
paper refer to synthetic data with a well-known subsurface
structure velocity model. The almost perfect focusing
obtained in the two examples presented above was
achieved using detailed knowledge of the subsurface
velocity structure and application of narrow broadband
source signals (see Figs. 1b, 6b). For real data, only the
first factor can be improved by adjustment of the
numerical model of the subsurface structure to the real
velocity model. The lack of the detailed velocity model is
Fig. 6 Computational model (a), assumed source function (b), and
synthetic seismograms (c). Seismograms (c) were computed as a
result of the forward simulation of the seismic signals (b) propagated
from sources (#1–#5) (a) to the assumed receiver network (triangles
#1–#7) located in the upper layer
Table 3 Coordinates of the source points assumed in numerical
modelling
No. x (m) z (m) f (Hz) Real time (s)
#1 1000 1500 140 0
#2 1020 1400 170 0.042
#3 1040 1300 130 0.083
#4 1060 1200 143 0.125
#5 1080 1100 147 0.166
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the undeniable limitation of the application of the pro-
posed imaging condition to the real recordings. This is the
common factor negatively affecting all location
procedures.
The results presented in this paper do not consider the
presence of noise in the seismic records. Although the
low values of the signal-to-noise ratio are regarded as
one of the important conditions for correct seismic event
location, the TRI using the PAPR ratio may be resistant
to the presence of noise. The value of the PAPR ratio is
the averaged value obtained in the given point, addi-
tionally decreasing in time. The noise is usually uncor-
related so the averaging procedure decreases its
amplitude. Based on the above statements one can say
that the use of the PAPR ratio coefficient can improve
the location results comparing to other imaging coeffi-
cients used in the TRI.
It is important to mention that the source location as a
function of space and time cannot be determined simulta-
neously. As shown in the article, the application of the
PAPR ratio improves spatial location of seismic sources.
Having better location of seismic sources, we can go back
through the time snapshots to examine the time at which
the amplitude achieves its maximum value: this is the
origin time of the seismic event. It makes it possible to
determine the time history of the source emissions, and
time sequence of multiple sources.
The proposed method of TRI with PAPR ratio can be
extended to elastic data. In this case, more imaging
parameters can be used instead of the pressure value. The
effects of geometry of the receiver network on the refo-
cusing results of the multiple source emission are currently
under investigation. The application of the proposed
imaging condition to real data is also planned for the
future.
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